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13th May Conference: Fatima Miracle -
Unbaptized Woman “Instant Conversion”
Carole* (50) has lived in Glasgow since September,
2016. Although she is not baptised, her husband is
a member of a Protestant denomination and for quite
some time she had been researching Christianity,
attracted to Christ and wanting to find out as much
as possible about Him. Her research took her on a
veritable tour of the various Protestant groups, but
she was drawn more to the Catholic Church.  Carole
read as widely as possible, visiting various websites
and blogs to educate herself on the subject. She
signed up to receive our newsletter by e-mail and
became informed about the crisis in the Church, the
various controversies, including the debate around
the Novus Ordo and the Traditional Latin Mass.
Below, she tells us how she came to book for our
Conference:

I was in my kitchen thinking over the things
that were going wrong in my life and I was
feeling really low. Out of despair I cried out
for Our Lady's help for the first time in my

life. I prayed for her to help me in my life. Shortly
after, on the same day, I "remembered" that I never
finished reading the last  CT newsletter I received a
good while ago and I started reading it. I saw the
advert for the Fatima conference that was happening
on the Saturday and contacted Catholic Truth by
email to see if there were any tickets left. There was
one, just for me I found out later (one of a few

coincidences.) I went to the conference on my own
and found the atmosphere and the people I spoke
to friendlier than I had expected and very welcoming.
As it turned out, I chose to sit at the table where
members of the Catholic Truth team were sat too.
Right after the Conference began, during Ellen's
presentation at the beginning of the conference, I
realised that talking to Catholic Truth was going to
be my way into The Church, that after searching for
Our Lord for the larger part of my life, with all the
pain and errors I made because I did not know the
way to Him, this was it, I was home. I understood
intimately at that moment that it was through Our
Lady that I had to go to get to Christ. You have to
understand that asking for the Blessed Virgin Mary's
help was a very novel concept for me. Nothing in my
life had prepared me for it. This is why I will always
be grateful for the existence of Catholic Truth; it did
lead me to The Truth and made it a concrete reality
in my life.”
Carole told us that she was “instantly converted”:  “I
knew, as I was listening to the talks and so on, that
I had to be a Catholic.”  Carole also knew, she said,
that she wanted to be a “traditional” Catholic from
the outset. She has now attended several Traditional
Latin Masses at the Glasgow chapel of the Society
of St Pius X, and loves it!  She is keen to be received
into the Church, although that could take some time;
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she has been advised to keep coming to Mass, and
a couple of members of the Catholic Truth team are
meeting with her regularly to answer questions about
the Faith.
We thank Our Lady of Fatima for the great grace of
a most successful Conference on 13th May, which
we are told, helped many people in various ways.
We especially thank Our Lady for using the day to
dispense the wonderful grace of conversion on a soul
who has been so earnestly seeking the truths of
salvation for so long. We entrust Carole to her patron
- Our Lady of Fatima - thanking God for the privilege
of permitting Catholic Truth to play some small part
in her journey into the Church. Our Lady of Fatima,
Immaculate Heart of Mary, pray for her!

Footnote:
* Although Carole has given permission for her full name
to be published, we have decided to withhold all personal
details except her Christian name, age and marital status.
There is no other information that is pertinent to this report,
and so we are keeping personal data to the absolute
minimum.
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this sight which caused me to cry out, as people say
they heard me). The demons could be distinguished
by their terrifying and repellent likeness to frightful
and unknown animals, black and transparent like
burning coals. That vision only lasted for a moment,
thanks to our good Heavenly Mother, Who at the
first apparition had promised to take us to Heaven.
Without that, I think that we would have died of terror
and fear.”

The Explanation of the Vision

Our Lady said to us, so kindly and so sadly: “You
have seen Hell where the souls of poor sinners go.
To save them, God wishes to establish in the world
devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If what I say to
you is done, many souls will be saved and there will
be peace. The war is going to end, but if people do
not cease offending God, a worse one will break out
during the reign of Pius XI.  When you see a night
illumined by an unknown light, know that this is the
great sign given you by God, that He is about to
punish the world for its crimes, by means of war,
famine, and persecutions of the Church and of the
Holy Father.
To prevent this, I shall come to ask for the
Consecration of Russia to my Immaculate Heart,
and the Communion of Reparation on the First
Saturdays. If my requests are heeded, Russia will
be converted, and there will be peace; if not, she
will spread her errors throughout the world, causing
wars and persecutions of the Church. The good will
be martyred, the Holy  Father will have much to
suffer, various nations will be annihilated. In the end,
my Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father
will consecrate Russia to me, and she will be
converted, and a period of peace will be granted to
the world. In Portugal, the dogma of the Faith will
always be preserved etc.”
Our Lady then taught the children a prayer to add
to the end of each mystery of the Rosary: O my
Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us from the fire of
Hell, Take all souls to Heaven, especially those in
most need.

The above taken from Sister Lucia’s
Memoirs. See website of the Fatima Center
http://www.fatima.org/essentials/facts/hell.asp

Fatima: 13 July
The Vision of Hell

The Lady told Lucia: … Sacrifice yourselves for
sinners, and say many times, especially whenever
you make some sacrifice: ‘O Jesus, it is for love of
Thee, and for the conversion of sinners, and in
reparation for the sins committed against the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, I offer this sacrifice to
Thee.’
“As Our Lady spoke these words (Lucia said) she
opened her hands once more, as she had done
during the two previous months. The rays of light

appeared to penetrate the earth and we saw, as it
were, a vast sea of fire. Plunged in this fire were
demons and souls in human form like transparent
burning embers, all blackened or burnished bronze,
floating about in that conflagration, now raised into
the air by the flames which issued from within
themselves, together with great clouds of smoke,
now falling back on every side like sparks in huge
fires, without weight or equilibrium, amid shrieks
and groans of pain and despair, which horrified us
and made us tremble with fear (it must have been

Sister Lucia made her profession as a
Carmelite nun on on May 31, 1949

The Vision of Hell…Continued…

http://www.fatima.org/essentials/facts/hell.asp
http://www.fatima.org/essentials/opposed/frfuentes.asp
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Conference
Report…
Our Conference, held to mark the 100th anniversary
of the Fatima Apparitions, and to note, too, the 100th
edition of the Catholic Truth Newsletter, was, by any
standards, hugely successful.
The event began with the Glorious Mysteries of the
Rosary, Hymn Bring Flowers of the rarest  and
crowning of Our Lady’s beautiful statue – that privi-
lege was given to the little 4 year old daughter of one
of our readers, who was thrilled at having been
chosen to do this. We had other young people
helping out at the various stalls and being general
dogsbodies. To each of them our heartfelt gratitude.
Our thanks, too, to Chairman Paul who took us
through the day calmly and efficiently.
The four speakers were all well received and feed-
back has been largely positive. One woman, speak-
ing on behalf of a group from the Diocese of
Galloway, expressed disquiet during a Q & A ses-
sion, explaining that she was an Extraordinary Min-
ister of Holy Communion (EMHC) and that it was
necessary for laity to distribute Holy Communion
due to the shortage of priests. We discussed this
later, on our blog.*
All in all, the day was a great success, with the
Fatima and piety stalls doing great “business” and
the new initiative, Crusaders of Mary, drawing much
interest.  Gratitude to Joe and John who brought the
Fatima Statue and beautiful banners over from
County Cork for our use, and for helping to make our
Conference such a success. Our newly appointed
Fatima Co-ordinators for Scotland were delighted to
report that the takings from the Conference amount-
ed to the largest amount of donations so far for the
materials they are distributing and they have now
arranged to transfer the money to the Fatima Center
account in Canada. Thanks, too, to John Blyth from
Edinburgh, whose piety stall was very busy – as is
usual at our Conferences.
Our American blogger, Wurdesmythe, attended the
Conference and stayed on to enjoy a few days with
us, touring the city of Glasgow and sailing on Loch
Lomond. Chairman, Paul, called him up to the front
of the hall at the start of the day to return his
cheque/check in payment of his ticket, because,
Paul said, we wanted to put to rest, once and for all,
the myth of the “mean Scot” !

* Blogger, Vianney,  responds to the Galloway group:

This was one of the most satisfying conferences I
have attended. The initial thoughts when writing a
“feedback” are to think of the talks and presentations.
In this case, however, the main success for me came
from the ambience in which the presentations were
given.  It was the peaceful surroundings, large layout,
pace set and the timing and unhurried nature of the
talks and question sessions which appealed to me.
I liked the tea/coffee served [at the tables]… The well
spaced tables and seating followed by opening
prayers and into the unhurried talks sessions.  The
one-hour tea-break was excellent. It allowed you to
speak to those at table, to return to the bookstalls
and speak to other participants - some from far-off
places. Chat, common problems, friendly feelings,
laughter and no stress in the unrushed atmosphere.
Great.
The final session was equally smooth, unrushed and
gave a nice closure feeling to the conference.
Excellent, and not an easy outcome to achieve.  Well
done the planners.
As for the presentations. I, personally, found all of
them most interesting and of the correct duration.
The content was wide, varied and of significance to
Fatima and the state of the Church. I learned a great
deal - matters that I was unaware of and from each
speaker. Could anyone want more from a
conference?
My main problem was regards to my poor hearing. I
confess that I could not pick up what was said by
many on the microphone at the question sessions.
All in all, a very good conference.  Hope you have
one yearly. GW, Glasgow

Father Nicholas Mary - most interesting talk. Learned
so much!  A lot of insight into the implications of
responses to Our Lady’s messages and requests
and the reasons for the crisis in the Church, false
ecumenism etc. Very learned.
Ellen Ward - very strong speaker. Loved her account
of Legion work and priority of saving souls.
Father Robert Mann - very informative and thought-
provoking.
Wonderful books and literature. Thank you so much
for organising this grace-filled day, and all that
Catholic Truth does to teach and defend the Faith.
Keep up the good work! MC, Northampton

Thank you for an informative and thought-provoking
Conference. It was a timely reminder of the duties
placed on each one of us. MD, Ayr

Great day. Thanks! MB, Glasgow

Thank you and God bless you! PS, Motherwell

This was an excellent conference. Enjoyed it all.
Each subject was engrossing and well delivered. Neil
& Marie M., Glasgow

Excellent - hard choices. J.J.D, Glasgow

Very good speakers. I really enjoyed it. Look forward
to another. AR, Motherwell.

I really enjoyed the conference and thought it was
probably the best I had attended. The speakers were
all good and interesting to listen to, even the woman
at the end whose name escapes me. [Ed: watch it!]

I agree with the Editor about the drip, drip, drip effect
[of the new Mass] that dilutes the Faith [Ed: this
during a Q & A session]. Just a couple of weeks ago
I heard a lady on the bus talk about “the bread and
wine” instead of the Body and Precious Blood. A
friend told me that at her parish one of the Eucharistic
Ministers said that she would be “giving out the wine
today.” My friend said “don’t you mean the Precious
Blood?” to which she got the reply “well if you want
to be technical about it.” I recently watched a Mass
from a Servite priory in Northern Ireland. Hardly
anyone genuflected when entering or leaving the
chapel and one woman who did genuflect did so to
the altar after having walked past the tabernacle.
Nobody knelt at the consecration. At the offertory the
priest was so busy singing a hymn that he didn’t say
the offertory prayers and at the consecration he lifted
both the Host and the Chalice with one hand. There
is certainly no belief in the Real Presence there. A
few more drip, drip, drip and they will be Protestants.
JB, Edinburgh

Talks on Fatima were excellent with clear
explanation on what we have to do as individuals
and encourage our Pope to do.
As regards ‘new Mass’ and use of laity; I feel
reality of situation - similar to that in medical
profession as you alluded to - is that we have few
priests and few coming through.  This is not going
to change and to preserve the Church we require
laity to perform important duties where priests
aren’t available, much like situation in National
Health Service (NHS) where nurses are now
taking on responsibilities/duties from doctors.
Unfortunately, needs must and we have to accept
this and try to preserve what we have because for
the majority this is better than nothing at all.
AS, Motherwell [Ed: see Editorial, p.16]

I feel the commandment of the Church is you must
keep holy the Sabbath Day. I love going to ordinary
Mass and been to Latin Mass recently. Would rather
prefer new Mass, as you are fully aware of the holy
sacrifice of the Mass. Problems today arise from
shortage of priests. Society has changed in last fifty
years. J.T.T, Motherwell [Ed: see Editorial, p.16]

The day was very interesting and learned a lot. I felt
there was a strong message to take away with us
and share with others; my only negative would be a
lot of the talk would have been so off-putting for
people searching for Jesus (my own family being
first). Surely God is love and would bring people to
his love and then they would learn the truth and turn
away from sin. Ended up being very disturbed. CM,
Galloway
[Ed: see From the Blog, p.6, for our response to this.]

Audience Feedback…

Helpful / comforting / consoling.  So good to be
among others of like mind - part of that ‘remnant’ of
true, traditional Catholics.  Interesting to hear the
opinions of others. Conference speakers fearlessly
delivering talks and responding to questions.
Perhaps Spiritual Communion could be emphasised
when unable to attend Traditional Latin Mass. CC,
Dunoon, Argyll

I hope the Galloway ladies realise that
they shouldn’t be doing a priest’s duties.
His hands have been consecrated, theirs
have not. They say that they have to do it
because there are no priests but, as far
as I can see, every parish in that diocese

has a Sunday Mass so I presume they are talking about
weekday Eucharistic Services which are not necessary.
Many country congregations have, for decades, managed
perfectly well without weekday services.

Ed: not only are eucharistic services not necessary, they
are not - and cannot be - obligatory. The obligation to attend
Sunday Mass remains.

See From the Blog, page 6 for more
commentary on this subject.
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From Lay Apostolate To
Lay Ministry - Ellen Ward

Continued on p.5, column 1

Sometimes when you are watching television, at the
beginning of a program you get a warning that the
next program you are about to see will contains
scenes of a violent nature and will include bad
language and may cause offence.
Well I think this conference should be prefaced by
a warning that it may include politically incorrect
statements, that might upset people and cause
offence; it may stir up violent re-actions and it will
definitely include four letter words such as SOUL –
SINS – DUTY - and even HELL. Hopefully it will
leave a lasting impression on all who are present,
and encourage them to get more involved in this
fight for the Faith.  If I fail to stimulate you in this way,
I am sure Pat and the other speakers will not.
One night, some years ago, I was having dinner with
a Church of Scotland friend, so after a few glasses
of wine we were attempting to set the world at rights.
Suddenly my friend said “What is it all about really,
why do you think God made us, why are we here?”
I looked at her in astonishment, I couldn’t believe
she didn’t know the answer to that, and right away
my Catholic instinct took over and I answered “God
made us to know Him, love Him and serve Him in
this world and to be happy with Him forever in the
next.”  Now it was my friend’s turn to be astonished.
She was a teacher of English and Drama and was
usually so much more articulate than I was.  She
was amazed by such a profound and precise answer
to her question.  I, of course, had to quickly admit
that I had not thought up this answer by myself but
had to tell her that it was the very second thing I had
been taught as a very small child in the Catholic
Catechism..
So when I was thinking about the lay apostolate, I
went right back to this basic reason we have for
existing.  It is our duty to serve God in this world.
As Our Lady put it at Fatima, it means we must live
our lives according to our duty of state. We must
save our souls.
Before the infamous Second Vatican Council, lay
people were active in the Church in many ways:,
sodalities of the Sacred Heart, Children of Mary,
guilds of Catholic Teachers, Doctors, Nurses.  There
were many more besides these few I mention. All of
these without fail were geared towards the
sanctification of the members.
Then along came Pope John XXIII who described
the laity as the sleeping giant.
The Second Vatican Council was meant to change
things in the Church for the better.  But unfortunately
that did not work out as planned.  That however is
another story. Enough material for another
conference or two perhaps.

The laity were encouraged by documents such as
Lumen Gentium, Gaudium et spes and Christifideles
Laici to take on a greater role in the New
Evangelisation. This was supposed to be in the areas
where the laity were already involved in “The World”
in the so-called “market place” - that is the arts and
theatre, scientific research, education, labour,
communications, manufacturing, politics, finance and
the economy. According to Gaudium et spes, they
were called (quote) “to a greater creativity in seeking
out ever more effective means whereby these
environments can find the fullness of their meaning
in Christ.”  (end quote).
I promise I will try to refrain from quoting too many
of these documents, because the more I try to
interpret them the more confused I get with their
ambiguities.
Anyway, you just have to look at our current
politicians, medical experts, scientists, educators,
financial advisors, entrepreneurs etc. and count the
number of practising Catholics and the influence
Catholics have on our culture to see what a great
success that was!  Am I too hard; am I too cynical?
How different things could have been if the laity
had been given proper leadership.
Next came the liturgical changes – this brought of
course the new ministries. Lay readers, extraordinary
ministers of Holy Communion, girl altar boys,
cantors, music ministries, children's liturgy groups,
meeters, greeters, offertory processors.  Everybody
had to have something to do.  Everybody had to have
“active participation.” Everybody seemed to forget
completely about their souls; now they worried
about what to wear as they were “on” Mass on
Sunday as if it mattered - the Sanctuaries were so
overcrowded nobody could see them anyway.
In 1997, a document named Instruction on certain
questions regarding the collaboration of the
non-ordained faithful in the sacred ministry of
priests was issued. This document was signed by
Pope John Paul II and the heads of eight other
Vatican Congregations; its aim was to (quote)
“clarify issues relating to the new forms of ‘pastoral
activity’ among the non-ordained faithful.”(end quote)
In other words the Pope and the Vatican authorities
realised that things were not going too well – not
according to their plans. A reprint of this document
was produced by Christian Order and Pro Ecclesia
et Pontifice and Catholic Truth members helped to
distribute this in parishes to help to inform the people
who were involved in these practices.  We even held
a seminar on this to point out the abuses of these
so-called ministries. We have a few copies of this
available, but I must warn you that events have

overtaken the abuses that were prevalent at that
time, twenty years ago and much worse takes place
now in Novus Ordo parishes. I only mention this to
bring to your attention that some of these atrocities
could have been avoided but I never heard of any
priests speaking out or trying to rectify these abuses.
On the contrary it is very interesting to note how in
our earlier editions of the Newsletters we had many
complaints from priests because we were speaking
out and highlighting what was happening in parishes
across Scotland. I could fill a book with the abuses I
personally witnessed at Novus Ordo Masses, but I
don’t want this talk to become a catalogue of these
horrors.
Again I come back to lament how different things
could have been with proper spiritual leadership
and guidance.
If you will permit me to recount some positive
experiences of my own, I would like to give you
examples of how the Lay Apostolate could be.
For many years I was a member of the Legion of
Mary.  This is a great organisation founded in Ireland
by Frank Duff.  He often said that you become an
apostle when you realise that the salvation of souls
is the most important thing in life and you adjust your
life accordingly.  I would like to repeat that because
I think it is so very important. You become an
apostle when you realise that the salvation of
souls is the most important thing in life and you
adjust your life accordingly.  First you must make
that effort to save your own soul and second you
must be anxious for the salvation of your neighbour
and everyone that you come into contact with.  Is this
not a staggering thought?  Is it possible to take this
seriously?  Can it be done?  I would say yes.  It has
been proven by the everyday lives of countless
Legionaries since that day in 1921 when Frank Duff
founded the Legion.
The whole Legion System is based on the Treatise
of the True Devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary by
St Louis Marie de Montfort. This involves total
consecration to Our Lady, living this consecration
daily and seeing oneself as being on duty as a
servant or slave of Mary twenty four hours a day.  It
is a much disciplined system based on the efficiency
of the Roman Legion. If followed precisely it can
produce spectacular results. As I mentioned
previously once you realise the salvation of your soul
is the most important thing in your life you realise
that you need to do something about this and spread
this to others.
The Legion is formed into little groups, the
mainspring of each group is the Spiritual Director,
ideally a priest, who will develop the spiritual qualities
of each member.

Ellen served in the Legion of Mary as President of the Senatus of
Scotland until ill-health recently forced her to step aside, taking
“early retirement”. She is, therefore, eminently well placed to analyse
the post-Vatican II emphasis on “lay ministry” comparing it with the
traditional role of the Catholic laity to be apostles in the world. Her
talk, reproduced in full  below, has been widely acclaimed as an
outstanding contribution to our recent Fatima Conference.Ellen Ward
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From Lay Apostolate To Lay Ministry… Continued from p.4
For a great number of years, I had the privilege of
being in a group where the Spiritual Director was Fr
Gerard Dunn the Columban. I know he is well known
to many of you here today, uncle of …Fr Stephen
Dunn and brother of Dr John.  Fr Dunn was once
described to me by Bishop John Keenan as a human
Wikipedia. He is now in Nazareth House but his brain
is still as sharp as a tack. The work we were involved
in, was visiting homeless hostels.  These were visited
weekly by two legionaries who brought a Fatima
Statue with them. They chatted with the residents
and usually gathered a group around the statue to
say the Rosary.  Fr Dunn attended our weekly group
meetings and once a month visited one of the hostels
with the full group of legionaries, to offer Mass.  While
Fr Dunn set up the altar, the legionaries would visit
the cubicles the residents lived in and invited them
to come to the Mass and Confession.  It was a very
moving experience to help bring these souls to the
Sacraments.  I felt that was a great example of how
the priest can utilise the laity.
Another example of the co-operation between Fr
Dunn and the Legionaries was the street apostolate
carried out every week. Legionaries would go into
the Red light district and bring back some of the
street girls who wanted to change their way of life.
Fr Dunn would hear their Confession if they were
Catholic and would give them advice on how to mend
their ways. Legionaries would take their details to
follow up with visits to them in their own homes.
Again another case of the leadership of the priest
and the great advice and spiritual development he
can give to help the souls under his care.
In parishes across the world, groups of legionaries
systematically visit every home in their parishes,
seeking to bring the Gospel message to everyone.
They also visit hospitals, nursing homes, schools,
prisons - anywhere there are people, the Legion is
there to share their Catholic faith.   Some even spend
their annual holiday working full-time for one or two
weeks doing this work either in this country or abroad.
Unfortunately the Legion of Mary has suffered since
the Council in many ways.
It has suffered like all the other lay groups from
this apostasy that has befallen the Church, - this
diabolic disorientation spoken of by Sr Lucy of
Fatima.
Pope John’s sleeping giant didn’t wake up, it sleep-
walked into apostasy.
Again I lament that if there had been proper
spiritual leadership and guidance things might
have been so different.
Instead I think the laity has been led astray.
I would venture to suggest one of the worst things to
happen was the rise of Ecumenism. The wonderful
documents issued before the Council warning of the
danger in participating with other religions were
totally ignored.  Sadly the result was that no attempt
was made to enlighten these other faith groups; they
were allowed to continue in their errors.  But even
more tragically the Catholics taking part in these
assemblies lost their own faith and fell into the error
of indifferentism.  We hear all the time now that one
religion is as good as another. We must not
proselytise. We are all going to Heaven, so why
bother trying to keep the Ten Commandments - they
are much too difficult anyway!
We must not upset people by frightening them about
the realities of Hell.  Don’t you think it would be better
to hear the truth now than wait to hear the awful
declarations from Our Lord, Himself? Such as “I do
not know you!” or “depart from me, you cursed, into

the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels”.
Our Lady didn’t hesitate to show the children a vision
of Hell.
It has been suggested to me that there must still be
people of good-will.  I find it very hard to believe that
any Catholic today can witness the abuses at Novus
Ordo Masses, read so-called Catholic newspapers
attend lectures by some of  the most heretical priests
and religious and read the latest utterances of Pope
Francis and still do not think that there is a crisis in
the Catholic Church.  There is nothing but confusion
and loss of Catholic faith.
What can be done?
If there is any one here today who is wondering what
to do, if they are confused and discontented by what
they are hearing in their local parishes, may I suggest
that the first step is to start attending the  Traditional
Latin Mass and get to confession to a Traditional
priest as soon as possible. There is a list of available
Masses throughout Scotland at the Fatima stall.
We must take every opportunity to speak to people
and find out where they are and lead them back to
the True Church.  If we trust in Our Blessed Lady she
will put people in our way. But we must be ready and
willing to help.  To see that person as a soul
searching for the Truth.    Please do not be afraid to
approach any member of the Catholic Truth
newsletter and blog team or any of the priests here
today if you want to seek advice, we will be only too
glad to try to help.
If anyone has any other ideas on how to develop an
apostolate with the heart of it being the salvation of
souls we will also be delighted to hear of it and see
if it can be put into practise.
In the secular world, if you are lost, and your SatNav
is broken, you would normally go back to the last
fixed point when you were sure that you were on the
correct path. Usually looking for a pub as a landmark.
Then you would take your bearings from there.  A lot
of people lost their way at Vatican Two.  So we must
somehow try to get them on to the narrow path that
leads to another landmark a church, the One, True,
Catholic Church.

In his presentation, Father
Robert Mann SCJ quoted a number of
expert Fatima scholars and, in order to  trace the
history of the apparitions as they relate to
contemporary Catholic life, “joining up the dots” in
terms of the crisis in the Church. Among others,

Father quoted “the Fatima
Pope”, Pope Pius XII:
Suppose, dear friend, that
Communism [one of “the
errors of Russia”
mentioned in the

Message of Fatima] was only
the most visible of the
instruments of subversion to be
used against the Church and the
traditions of Divine Revelation…
I am worried by the Blessed
Virgin’s messages to Lucy of

Fatima. This persistence of Mary about the
dangers which menace the Church is a divine
warning against the suicide of altering the Faith,
in her liturgy, her theology and her soul… I hear
all around me innovators who wish to dismantle the
Sacred Chapel, destroy the universal flame of the
Church, reject her ornaments and make her feel
remorse for her historical past. A day will come when

“

the civilized world will deny its God, when the Church
will doubt as Peter doubted. She will be tempted to
believe that man has become God. In our churches,
Christians will search in vain for the red lamp where
God awaits them, like Mary Magdalene, weeping
before the empty tomb, they will ask: ‘Where have
they taken him.’”(Pope Pius XII quoted in the book Pius
XII, Devant L’Histoire, pp. 52-53 by Msgr. George Roche).

As well as providing examples to illustrate the truth
of the above prophesy, Father Mann also drew key
distinctions for the audience  -  reminding us that “The
Church” here refers to “churchmen” - not Christ’s
Spotless and Perfect Bride, “The Church”.

Pius XII

Father Nicholas Mary, C.SS.R
spoke about Fatima & Pope Francis  reminding us

that at the Holy Father’s personal
request, Cardinal Jose Polycarp, the
Patriarch of Lisbon,  consecrated the
pontificate of Pope Francis to Our Lady
of Fatima on her feast day. Father

added that  the Pope had also canonised Jacinta and
Francisco today, 13 May, the Feast of Our Lady of
Fatima, 2017.
Audience members expressed themselves especially
impressed with Fr Nicholas Mary’s clarity on the
matter of the Consecration of Russia not having been
properly completed in accordance with Our Lady’s
request.  Father also provided devastating statistics
which  demonstrate, in particular, that Russia has
NOT been converted.

Editor’s talk Calling
Catholics to Account
centred on the aim of the Catholic
Truth newsletter which was, from
the outset, in 1999, to mobilise
Catholics to fight the crisis in the
Church, as a duty, reminding us
of the availability of our Confirmation graces. The
Sacrament of Confirmation obliges us to be active in
the Faith because it confers a character on the soul
- the character of a Soldier of Christ - and this
character is an inbuilt part of being a Catholic. It’s not
an optional extra; on the contrary, (quoting the
catechism used in Catholic schools in Scotland prior
to Vatican II)  we have a duty to know the Faith
thoroughly, so that we may defend it, and take
active part in the Lay Apostolate.  Editor also
answered the criticisms levelled at the newsletter
reports of clergy scandals, by quoting Scripture
(“naming and shaming” by St Paul, for example) and
by referring to Our Lord’s public rebuke of the
hypocritical Pharisees, whose identities would have
been known to the crowds in attendance when He
called them names including “hypocrites”and
“snakes”. Our Lord even “messaged” Herod using
some Pharisees, [not Twitter or Facebook!]
instructing them to “tell that fox!” (Luke 13:32) Such
reports are, unfortunately, necessary if a scandal is
ongoing “because a priest who is living a double-life
affects the graces available to the faithful through the
Sacraments, and goodness knows what sort of
advice he dishes out in the confessional.”

The audience were invited to sign an Open Letter to
Pope Francis before leaving the hall at the end of the
Conference (see p.15).  The letter was posted to the
Vatican in the days following the Conference, but, to
date, no reply has been received.
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Fatima Pilgrimage
John Burke

I made the first of five visits to Fatima in 1966, and
reported the pontifical pilgrimage in May for

international media.  His Holiness could
hardly have stayed in Rome. This is the
greatest hundredth anniversary for
Catholicism this century, and his four

immediate predecessors made a total
of seven pilgrimages to Fatima, either
as bishop or pope.
Francis, however, spent barely 20
hours on Portuguese soil by using
an air-base within the local Diocese
of Leiria, and dropping into the
shrine by helicopter.  Let us give
him credit anyway for opening the
centennial year, and thus bringing
a million faithful on 13 May, the

anniversary of the first of Our Lady’s six apparitions
in 1917.  They saw him do a whirlwind tour of the
shrine in an open popemobile, waving rather than
blessing, and it could have been done more slowly.
There was the traditional vigil, during which Francis
blessed candles and took one to the statue of Our
Lady of Fatima in the open-air Chapel of the
Apparitions, but he sat while a series of layfolk led
the Rosary – partly in Latin.  I am not sure that he
knelt once, although he followed the custom of
incensing the original statue at its place of honour
during the Mass of 13 May.
He must be thanked too for the belated canonization
of Francisco Marto  (1908-1919) and Jacinta Marto
(1910-1920) whose cause dates back to 1952,
although the sanctuary’s rector, Mgr Carlos
Cabecinhos, had warned in February that the
centenary would not be the same otherwise.  Inside
the neo-classical basilica, the pope also prayed –
standing - before the tombs, including that of their
elder cousin, Sister Lucia, whose cause began only
that same month, doubtless because she spent
most of her 97 years trying to get Russia
consecrated to Our Lady.
The customary pontifical Mass on the steps of the
basilica has not been in the old rite since Paul VI
came for the golden jubilee, but it was all plain chant
– from Kyrie to Agnus Dei – complete with choir and
orchestra. That may have been due to Mgr Guido
Marini, the Master of Pontifical Ceremonies, whom
I was able to congratulate briefly afterwards.

By contrast, there were two ugly
adornments.
The Monstrance had crooked
spikes as rays, while a primitive
figure seemed to leap from the
huge Cross.

Moreover, a
horde of female

altar-servers accompanied 2,000
priests distributing Holy
Communion – with white umbrellas
but no patens. Yet there was no
sign of Carmelite nuns from Sister Lucia’s convent
in Coimbra.
Also concelebrating with Francis were eight
cardinals and 71 bishops, but the clerical presence
was overwhelmingly Portuguese and Latin

American, although pilgrims came from 51
countries.  At least one Canadian from the Fatima
Apostolate was there.
The biggest disappointment was that Francis’ failed
properly to explain the message of Fatima.
Essentially, his rambling sermon was contradicted
by an address during the vigil and remarks in-flight.
He did mention daily duties; also that Mary warned
the Godless of Hell (her key phrase was “sins of the
flesh”) and he acknowledged that not all would gain
Heaven.   The seers had prayed for sinners, he said,
omitting that Mary asked, too, for penances, and
insisted on the Rosary. She was our protective
mother, showing the way to Jesus “hidden in the
tabernacle”, yet during the vigil he rejected the idea
of her staying God’s avenging hand. “God pardons
everything”, he added.
Pope Francis completely ignored claims that the
Third Secret of Fatima was not fully disclosed in
2000 – alluding to himself as the pope in white -
and that a resurgent Russia has not been properly
consecrated.  Yet that act, if repeated punctiliously,
would end argument.  Our Lady had promised “a
time of peace”; Pope Francis simply called himself
“a pilgrim of hope and peace”.
And whilst urging love for Moslems (a remark on the
plane), he totally ignored the uncanny fact that,
whereas Our Lady actually appeared outside the
children’s hamlet of Aljustrel, she is identified with
the once Moorish district named after Mohammed’s
favourite daughter.  Was that a heavenly indication
that Islam would be the ultimate chastisement that
Mary hoped to avert?
There was no mention either of the terrifying miracle
of the sun on 13 October 1917 that Paul VI would
interpret as a threat of nuclear annihilation.  Later
popes also saw Fatima as almost apocalyptic (I
heard John Paul II say so in 1982 when he also
mentioned Russia), with Sister Lucia not quite
denying the Last Days. Francis merely repeated his
predecessors’ reference to “a woman clothed in the
sun” (Apoc 12:1). What the pope said also
contrasted with the overlooked sermon of Cardinal
Pietro Parolin, the Secretary of State, who said a
Mass after the Rosary.  The content was completely
orthodox, including Our Lady’s words, “In the end,
my Immaculate Heart will triumph”.

From the
Blog

Thérèse on
Catholic Truth Conference Huge
Success!
I really can’t understand why some
people would find “a lot of the
talk….off-putting…” I was also

astonished at the comment by some Extraordinary
Ministers of Holy Communion [EMHC] that their
feelings were hurt. The question should be, what
about Our Blessed Lord’s feelings? Did He not suffer
enough contempt during His Passion? There can be
no doubt that the introduction of Communion in the
Hand, and EMHCs, has largely contributed to the
lack of reverence – indeed belief in – the Real
Presence. I should have thought that the numerous
examples we have had, over decades, of the
blasphemies that have occurred – and are still
occurring – against the most Sacred Body and Blood
of Our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament, and which
are DIRECTLY a result of Communion in the Hand,
would be enough for any Catholic to abhor the
practice and demand its cessation. It is incredibly
sad that some people are “put off” by the Truth, but
so they were in Christ’s time. He didn’t change His
message because it was hard to hear, and all of the
speakers at the conference have my thanks and
admiration; thank God and His Blessed Mother that
there are still faithful clergy and lay Catholics who
are not afraid to speak the truth, no matter how
“off-putting”.

Athanasius…
I cannot understand this person from
Galloway who spoke of being
disturbed by the Conference talks and
how they might affect people

searching for Jesus. What’s that supposed to mean?
The whole point of the Conference talks was to help
Catholics to discover the riches of the Traditional
Catholic Faith and devotion to Our Lady. Some
people just leave me speechless with this kind of
inane drivel.
As for the EMHC, I’m very glad they were offended.
I’m offended when they handle Our Lord’s precious
body and blood with all kinds of specious excuses.
Truth is these people like to feel important and acting
like priests and priestesses in the parish gives them
a great feeling of superiority, despite their
protestations to the contrary.
But never mind us being offended, how offended is
Our Lord by this disgraceful business of secular
hands handling the most sacred of things, His
precious Body and Blood no less?  The Gospels
show us that the only people who laid hands on Him
were those who mocked, scourged and crucified
Him. Contrarily, those who went in petition to Our
Saviour are recorded to have gone on their knees
in great humility. It’s high time the hierarchy of the
Church put a stop to this monstrous abuse of lay
handling of the Blessed Sacrament, which was
illicitly introduced into the Church after Vatican II by
a few rogue bishops and was spread around very
quickly before the faithful knew what was happening
to them. The liberals always speak of obedience to
the Pope and yet they continue to disobey both Paul
VI and John Paul II by handling the Blessed
Sacrament That’s the hypocrisy of the liberal
Catholic.

John Burke is a free-lance investigative
journalist who lives in the south of
England. He formerly worked for
Reuters.

"Father, the Most Holy
Virgin did not tell me that
we are in the last times of
the world, but She made
me understand this for
three reasons.” *
(Interview, December 26,
1957, with Father Augustin
Fuentes, who was preparing to become the
postulator of the causes for beatification of
Francisco and Jacinta Marto.)
Visit Fatima Center website to read interview in
full at
http://www.fatima.org/essentials/opposed/frfuentes.asp

*three reasons listed on page 16.

http://www.fatima.org/essentials/opposed/frfuentes.asp
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One Of The Greatest Conversion Stories
In Catholic History …

St Francis de Sales, Bishop & Doctor of the Church
author of ‘The Catholic Controversy’

The Catholic Controversy  is a remarkable work, a
book one would admire as the accomplishment of a
middle-aged cleric who had spent years in study and
who had along history of pastoral experience behind
him. But the fact is that St. Francis wrote these pages
between the ages of 27 and 29, beginning about one
year after his ordination to the priesthood. He wrote
them during a seemingly hopeless mission to win
back to the Faith the 72,000 Calvinists in the
Chablais (now eastern France). These people had
heard just about nothing of the True Faith since the
Church had been virtually obliterated in their area 60
years earlier by violent persecution and heavy fines
for worshiping in the old religion (Catholicism). The
government had recently returned to Catholic hands
in principle, but the Calvinists still held sway and
were adamant against a return to the old Faith.
Salesian tradition tells us that when St. Francis
arrived, only 27 persons out of the 72,000 were still
Catholic, but that after four years of his efforts, the
figure was exactly reversed, there remaining only 27
Calvinists: 72,000 souls had returned to the true
faith. It is one of the most remarkable conversion
stories in all Catholic history.
When St. Francis set out on this assignment on
September 14, 1594, he was accompanied by his
cousin, Canon Louis de Sales, though Louis returned
home shortly because of a critical lack of funds.
Entering into the Chablais, St. Francis would be seen
as both a religious and a political enemy (although
he had been invited in by the Duke),so for the time
being he made the garrison of Allinges his home
base, though he almost never accepted the offer of
an armed escort as he traveled about the region on
foot; he made light of the occasional physical attacks
he had to face.
This high-born young man of the nobility, with two
university degrees—one in civil law and one in canon
law— spent his first winter tramping around the
countryside going door to door searching out
Catholics and trying to make a friendly contact here
and there among the Protestants. St. Francis’ main
financial support was supposed to come from his
family, but his father, who deeply disapproved of
Francis’ mission to the Chablais, refused to send him
any money. It was left to his mother to send him,
surreptitiously, some items of necessary clothing and
a little money. Sometimes St. Francis would spend
the night in a hayloft, and on one occasion, to escape
from wolves, he spent the night in a tree after tying
himself onto a branch so he would not fall off in his
sleep; some peasants found him the next morning
and unfastened him, numb with cold.
Though St. Francis had a strong constitution, he
always suffered from poor circulation, which made
the cold winter even more painful for him.

The 27-year-old St. Francis de Sales and
his cousin, Canon Louis de Sales, pray to
the Guardian Angel of the diocese as they
enter the Calvinist district of the Chablais
on their great mission of conversion. Louis
returned home because of a critical lack of
funds, and St. Francis then continued on
alone. Louis later succeeded St. Francis de
Sales as Bishop of Geneva.

St Francis de Sales And The
Origin Of The Catholic

Controversy - The Publishers…
(American spellings prevail).

For many months, the results of St. Francis’ mission
were about nil. He had found a few Catholics, but
Calvinists were afraid to listen to him preach, even if
they wanted to,for fear of reprisals, and the Saint was
often greeted with jeers and stones. The one hopeful
sign he could count was the fact that one or two
Calvinist leaders had gone out of their way to be
friendly to him. Some people “back home” did not
approve of St. Francis’ work, as they felt he might be
stirring up political trouble. Yet in the midst of these
struggles, during a month-long break from his
arduous mission, St. Francis was to receive a special
grace on the Feast of Corpus Christi. During prayer
he experienced a sense of closeness to God which
made him say, “Hold back, O Lord, this flow of grace.
Come not so near me, for I am not strong enough to
endure the greatness of Your consoling touch, which
forces me to the ground.” This was one of the
extraordinary graces which St. Francis de Sales
received during his life.
As time went on and St. Francis saw his efforts to
preach to the Calvinists frustrated,he began to work
on another approach: writing pamphlets. In these
pamphlets the Apostle of the Chablais could say the
things he could not preach to the Calvinists in person.
These little tracts in defense of the truths of the Faith
would be small enough to be slipped under the doors
of those the Saint wished to reach. Soon he was
having them printed to be passed out hand to hand
and also to be posted in appropriate places. It was
these pamphlets that would be gathered together
after St. Francis’ death and published as
Controversies  or The Catholic Controversy.
They are remarkably to the point, showing a thorough
grasp of the Calvinist claims, courage in standing up
to them and a keen intelligence in exposing them.
Despite the fact that St. Francis de Sales had only
three books with him for reference (the Bible, St.
Robert Bellarmine’s Controversies  and St. Peter
Canisius’ Catechism), his learning is obvious, as he
confidently quotes the Sacred Scriptures, the fathers
and doctors of the Church and speaks of the Greek
and Hebrew versions of the Bible. Yet these
pamphlets were by no means academic; St. Francis
was right there in the thick of the religious controversy
fray,and he knew exactly what points to go after. The
tracts apparently did their work, enabling the Saint
to reach his intended audience,who would not listen
to him, and enabling the Calvinists to see that it is
the Catholic Church, after all, which is the true
religion of Christ, with the mission to teach in His
name. These people who for 60 years—two or three
entire generations—had not heard what the Catholic
Faith teaches now learned about it again.
Centuries later, in declaring St. Francis de Sales a
doctor of the Church (1877), Pope Pius IX stated that
this book is “a full and complete demonstration of the
Catholic religion.” St. Francis begins his argument
with an examination of mission  from God, showing
that the Catholic Church possesses this mission and
the Protestant sects do not. He also delineates eight
Rules of Faith— Holy Scripture, the Apostolic
traditions, the authority of the Church, the authority

of Councils, the authority of the ancient fathers of the
Church, the authority of the Pope, miracles and the
harmony between faith and reason—showing how
all point to the Catholic Faith as the divinely given
religion. He states, “Ultimately, however, the sole and
true Rule of right-believing is the Word of God
preached by the Church of God.” But why, he asks,
should anyone bow to the supposed authority of a
Luther or a Calvin? Our admiration of St. Francis’
technique must not blind us to the fact that his
weapons were first of all spiritual. He had planned to
take Geneva by love: “Love will shake the walls of
Geneva… Ardent prayer must break down the walls
of Geneva and brotherly love charge them …
Everything gives way to love. Love is as strong as
death, and to him who loves, nothing is hard….”
In speaking of his hope to win back the Chablais for
the Church, St. Francis said: “But the way to this is
the propitiation of Almighty God by our penances.” A
huge mural in the Visitation Monastery of Thonon in
the Chablais gives another clue to the Saint’s
success: It pictures him and his cousin Louis invoking
the guardian angel of the diocese as they
approached the region for the first time. And it will be
recalled that in his youth St. Francis had promised
Our Lady to pray the Rosary daily. His Apostolic use
of intelligence, perseverance and personal contact
were certainly fueled and directed by much grace.
St. Francis’ own beautiful personality played a large
part here, as it would for the rest of his apostolic life.

Continued on p.9
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The UK & Irish Bishops plus the Pope and Prefects of every Vatican Congregation no longer receive this publication. The 100th
edition was the last copy sent to them.  No Pope, Bishop,  or Vatican Prefect has ever contacted us to correct anything, despite our
standing invitation to do so over a period of years now, in accordance  with their duty under Canon Law # 823.  Readers may,
therefore, be confident that our publication contains nothing that is contrary to Catholic Faith or Morals.

Thank you for a wonderful 100th Edition dedicated
to Our Lady of Fatima! It could not be more apt
regarding the issues the world is facing today.
May I have your permission to quote from it and use
the material in it for some form of promotion I am
considering for the Feast day of Our Lady of Fatima
on 14th May?
I thoroughly enjoy getting your magazine - I only wish
I had the grasp of the knowledge of faith you have
in presenting and defending our Faith! Name
Withheld On Request - by email
I was disappointed reading the bit in Catholic Truth
re the Pieta!
I have used it every night ...The beautiful prayer to
St. Joseph 1900 years old… The prayer to St Ger-
trude the Great for the Holy Souls, the prayers to
Our Blessed Lady for the dying. the Stations of the
Cross  etc. Kay Dyer, Glasgow
Ed: Pope Saint Pius X warns that it is a hallmark of the
modernist to write something perfectly orthodox on one
page, while on the next writing the opposite: “Hence in
their books you find some things which might well be
expressed by a Catholic, but in the next page you find
other things which might have been dictated by a rational-
ist.” [Pascendi Dominici Gregis, encyclical of Pope Pius X
On the Doctrines of the Modernists, section,The Methods
of Modernists.] Since the same sound prayers which you
identify may be found elsewhere, we simply recommend
that our readers replace the Pieta with an entirely trustwor-
thy prayer book.

N O T I C E S
Sincere gratitude to everyone who donated to our
funds following the May edition. We are, as ever,
deeply impressed and touched by your generosity.
To save postage, we no longer write letters of
acknowledgement for your individual donations
although if you include an email address, Editor
will thank you personally. Email addresses are
included with all PayPal donations online.
And, of course, a special word of gratitude  to
our Standing Order donors  because these regular
donations very much help us with our planning.
Our costs are rising steadily, so be

assured that your continuing
generosity in helping us to
maintain the newsletter,
website and blog, is truly
greatly appreciated. Thank

you.

For whosoever shall give you
to drink a cup of water in My
name, because you belong to
Christ: amen I say to you, he
shall not lose his reward.
                                 (Mark 9:40)

NEXT EDITION …

While the newsletter is generally
published bi-monthly, we
occasionally, for various practical
reasons, have to break our routine.
The next edition, therefore, will be
published in October. Thank you
for your understanding.
Our website and blog will run as
usual throughout the summer.

“Catholic Truth” - 100th Anniversary… Well Done,
YOU! An outstanding and unique publication which
you should look on with pride and satisfaction. I
confess that I do enjoy the little touches of humour.
George Mills, Glasgow

For some time I had been searching for earlier issues
of Catholic Truth to no avail. I appealed to St Anthony
and lo and behold, when tidying a deep cupboard, I
came across all the earliest ones! Thank you, St
Anthony - I owe you one” [Ed: as a perpetual “loser”,
I owe  him lots!]

I’ve started re-reading these issues right from the
first one. Had to tear myself away to write this letter!
The amount of time and energy spent verifying and
searching out the truth is remarkable.  Catholic Truth
is still going strong, keeping us informed and alerting
us to deficiencies in the [post-Vatican II] Church. The
number of issues would justify a book - or even a
trilogy. A best seller for sure.
The Catholic Truth team most certainly will be
rewarded for your apostolate. In the words of a
certain politician: “I applaud your indefatigability.”
Saddened to hear that the Conference was our last,
but I can understand the reason. CT’s excellent way
of delivering your talks will be sorely missed. The
crowning of Our Lady’s statue was lovely to see -
very touching. Grateful thanks for organising this
year’s and all previous Conferences. May you be
showered with many blessings. Mrs Claire Conlon,
Dunoon.I

The May CT was excellent. The coverage of Fatima
was just what was needed. I was particularly pleased
to see that you had included Sister Lucia’s interview
with Fr Fuentes, because it stresses the importance
of 1960. Michael Baker, Glasgow.

Glad to be numbered among the [Catholic Truth] clan
in defending and promoting teaching and supporting
The Faith and the faithful in high places and humble,
there [in Scotland] and around the globe, these many
years of anxiety and tears.
Congratulations! One hundred editions! You are one
tough hombre-Catholic Truth. You have persevered!
And truly an encouragement to us who love you and
a discouragement to those who do not. Blessings,
and prayers, always. An American Priest, New
York.
Ed: thank YOU Father, for your ongoing support, dating
back to our earliest editions, including your financial
support - and many thanks for your recent, more than
generous donation. Greatly appreciated.

I am looking for some help with forming a constitution
or by-laws for a musician’s guild here at Lancaster
Prison. The music program here is a mess.  It is
chaotic and a lot of people get excluded. I’d like to
submit a new way of doing things to the prison
officials so they could approve it.
Do you know of anyone who could draw up some
plans for a musician’s guild that we can get approved
by California prison officials?
Please help. We need a real music program here.
In Christo Domino, Edward Contreras, Lancaster
Prison, USA

I was really shocked at the report about the priest
in Southwark Diocese (Fr Mark Higgins) who is
banned from Wonersh Seminary for daring to
criticise Pope Francis’ anti-Catholic teachings.
There’s isn’t a true Catholic in the world who is not
criticising Pope Francis, so that tells us all we need
to know about the bishop and seminary rector in
Southwark. Anne Wilkinson, North Lanarkshire

Ed: on receipt of the above letter, I emailed one of our
American readers/bloggers who replied as follows: here
is a page all about By-Laws:
http://managementhelp.org/boards/documents/bylaws.htm

And if all that is too complicated, this page actually gives
you a template:
http://www.lectlaw.com/forms/f162.htm -  he should
avoid the use of the word “corporation” – “guild is OK, I
suppose.

Note: I did try to reply to Mr Contreras online, via Sister
Veronica Brutosky who is involved in the campaign to
prove that he has been wrongfully convicted, However, I
have received no reply.  Since Ed is not on our mailing
list, we rely on whoever has been sending him the
newsletter to make sure that he receives this copy. Thank
you.  Additionally, if any reader in the USA with a special
interest in this matter, wishes to contact Mr Contreras
directly, please email
editor@catholictruthscotland.com for his personal
number and postal details or, as I did, you may choose to
reach him via his campaign supporters at
https://fundly.com/bring-ed-contreras-home

July, month of the
most Precious
Blood of Our Lord

mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
mailto:editor@catholictruthscotland.com
https://fundly.com/bring-ed-contreras-home
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Conversion of Chablais: St Francis De Sales… Continued from p.7
He took time to speak with the peasants, joining in
the daily chitchat. To a talkative old woman who
loved to converse with him and who one day said
she was scandalized by the celibacy of the clergy,
St. Francis answered, “But, my dear, you keep on
coming to see me. Think of the time it takes to talk
to you. How on earth could I manage to help you with
all your difficulties if I had a wife and children!”
Slowly the tide began to turn, such that on Christmas
day of 1596, St. Francis felt bold enough to offer the
first public Mass offered in Thonon in 60 years. (He
had made that city his headquarters some time
before.) The fact that there was no public disturbance
on this occasion was in itself a sign of the great
progress made in the preceding two years. The
church furnishings were gone, and he had to make
do with, as he expressed it, a “badly made, simple
wooden altar we put together for Christmas.” Having
the Mass gave the Catholics new heart and set many
Calvinists to thinking. The following Lent, however,
some of the latter created a great disturbance when
St. Francis proceeded to restore the old Catholic
custom of giving out ashes; in the face of threats of
prison and even death, he had to retreat out an open
door.
When St. Francis de Sales had been in the area
three years, he organized a 40 Hours Adoration—40
hours of continual solemn exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament, accompanied by constant prayers. This
was then a new devotion which had started in Italy
but was not yet widespread. It was still too risky to
hold it in the city of Thonon, but a procession of 500
people began in Thonon and moved 18 miles to the
town of Annemasse, where the devotion would be
held. Another procession, headed by the Bishop,
came up from Annecy. Many more people joined
along the way, and in the end something like 30,000,
including some curious Calvinists, were present. A
year later 40 Hours Devotion was again held, this
time in Thonon itself. At this occasion, many
Protestants asked to be baptized and confirmed—
200 from one parish, 60 from another and so on.
Priests and a bishop were busy administering the
Sacraments. Another 40 Hours was held two weeks
later, attended by officials of Church and state. On
this occasion the Papal Legate was present to
receive the abjurations of Protestantism from many
notable persons; the Vatican Archives has a list of
some 2,300.
Around this time there was a stir over a report of a
miracle attributed to St. Francis de Sales. A baby,
the child of a Protestant mother, had died without
Baptism. St. Francis had gone to speak to the mother
about Catholic doctrine and prayed that the child
would be restored to life long enough to receive
Baptism. His prayer was granted and the whole
family became Catholic. With souls being won back
to God and the Church, St. Francis’ task became one
of an administrator who had to reopen parishes and
obtain the missals, chalices, crosses and other
needed items which had disappeared over the years.
Around 18 parishes would come back into operation.
A priest named Père Cherubin would largely take
charge of these matters, with St. Francis de Sales in
the background to help out in difficulties. At this point,
St. Francis was still only 31 years old.
Soon after the conversion of the Chablais, political
conflicts again arose to test the new converts’ faith,
but they held firm. This is a testimony to the fact that
St. Francis had gone right to the core with his little
tracts, dismantling the very heart of the Calvinist
position rather than simply engaging in ostentatious

rhetoric. And of course he went beyond tearing down,
as he worked to rebuild the edifice of faith that had
been possessed by the Catholic ancestors of these
peasants of the Chablais three generations before.
When one considers the poor prospects of success
St. Francis had faced at the beginning of his mission
to the Chablais, the results are rightly seen as truly
remarkable. In one of his later sermons St. Francis
would assure his hearers that no amount of
preaching and exhortation will produce religious
vocations, which are something only God can give;
he would certainly affirm the same thing with regard
to conversions to the Faith. We can be sure that we
will never on this earth know the full story behind the
remarkable success of St. Francis de Sales’ mission
to the Chablais. We are indeed blessed to have, four
centuries later, these tracts which were so
instrumental in so many conversions. They are still
apropos today, as the same objections against the
Faith have unfortunately seen a resurgence in recent
years. We hope that St. Francis de Sales’ pamphlets
may still work today to clear away obstacles to the
acceptance of the Catholic Faith in minds and hearts
and lead many back to that ancient and ever fresh
and pure Faith which is the Faith of Peter, the Faith
of our Fathers, the Faith left to us by Our Lord Jesus
Christ Himself and still taught the world over by the
Catholic Church. — The Publishers November 28,
1989

The Catholic Controversy - Defense of the
Faith: the famous writings used by St Francis de
Sales in his remarkable re-conversion of
thousands of Calvinists back to the Catholic
Faith. Available to order at Amazon
https://www.amazon.com/Catholic-Controversy-
Defense-Faith/dp/0895553872 ISBN 0-89555-387-2

When Irish
Eyes Are

NOT
Smiling

Leprechaun

Sure, and isn’t it
grand, at all, at
all? We need to
work on Father to
get him to cut
short the Rosary
to 3 seconds and
then we’ll be able
to get out of
church in no time,
at all, at all.  isn’t
it grand? And now
we have our first
ever openly “gay”
Prime Minister!
Isn’t THAT a fruit
of our wonderful
enlightened
Church, now, at all,
at all, isn’t it just

?!**!

Catholics seeking to explain why the
Bible is not more important than the
Church, should read the following
pamphlets:

The Bible: Does it have more
authority than the Church?
By Father Arnold Damen, S.J.
ISBN 2-7623-1844-0
This is available to read online
http://www.sspxasia.com/Documents/Catholic_S
ermons/The-Church-or-the-Bible.htm

And

Scripture Alone? 21 Reasons to
Reject Sola Scriptura
By Joel Peters
ISBN 0-89555-640-5
This is available to read online
http://catholicapologetics.info/apologetics/protes
tantism/sola.htm

Note…

A very good use of your
Confirmation graces would be to
pass on these booklets and links to
your non-Catholic friends.

https://www.amazon.com/Catholic-Controversy-Defense-Faith/dp/0895553872
https://www.amazon.com/Catholic-Controversy-Defense-Faith/dp/0895553872
http://www.sspxasia.com/Documents/Catholic_Sermons/The-Church-or-the-Bible.htm 
http://www.sspxasia.com/Documents/Catholic_Sermons/The-Church-or-the-Bible.htm 
http://catholicapologetics.info/apologetics/protestantism/sola.htm
http://catholicapologetics.info/apologetics/protestantism/sola.htm


Thinking Through Catholic Truth
“I have come to Scotland to unteach heresy and to save souls”

St John Ogilvie SJ
Feast: 10 March
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Fatima Confirms Existence Of Hell
On the Pains of Hell

Extracts from Sermon of St Alphonsus Liguouri

Behold! the final doom of sinners who abuse the
Divine Mercy, is to burn in the fire of Hell. God
threatens Hell, not to send us there, but to deliver us
from that place of torments. Remember then,
brethren, that God gives you today, the opportunity
of hearing this sermon, that you may be preserved
from Hell, and that you may give up sin, which alone,
can lead you to Hell.
My brethren, it is 'certain', and of Faith, that there is
a Hell. After Judgment, the Just shall enjoy the
eternal glory of Paradise, and sinners shall be
condemned to suffer the everlasting  chastisement,
reserved for them in Hell. "And these shall go into
everlasting punishment: but the Just, into life
everlasting" - Matthew 25:46. Let us examine, in what
Hell consists. It is what the rich glutton (Dives) called
a place of torments - Luke 16:28. It is a place of
suffering, where each of the senses and 'powers' of
the damned has its proper torment, and in which the
torments of each person, will be increased in
proportion to the forbidden pleasures in which he
indulged.
In offending God, the sinner does two evils:  (1) he
abandons God, the Sovereign Good, Who is able to
make him happy, and (2) turns to creatures, who are
incapable of giving, any real happiness to the soul.
"The vengeance on the flesh of the ungodly, is fire
and worms" - Ecclesiasticus (Sirach) 7:19. Fire and
remorse of conscience, are the principal means by
which God takes vengeance on the flesh of the
wicked. Hence, in condemning the reprobate to Hell,
Jesus Christ commands them to go into eternal fire.
"Depart from Me, you cursed, into everlasting fire" -
Matthew 25:41. This fire, then, shall be one of the
most cruel executioners of the damned.
Even in this life, the pain of fire is the most terrible of
all torments. But, Saint Augustine says that in
comparison [to] the fire of Hell, the fire of this earth,
is no more than a 'picture', compared with the 'reality'.
Saint Anselm teaches that the fire of Hell, as far
surpasses the fire of this world, as the fire of the 'real',
exceeds that of painted fire. The pain, then, produced
by the fire of Hell, is far greater than that which is
produced by our fire, because God has made the fire
of this earth for the use of man, but He has created
the fire of Hell, purposely for the chastisement of
sinners; and therefore, as Tertullian says, He has
made it a 'Minister' of His Justice. This avenging fire
is always kept-alive by the wrath of God. "A fire is
kindled in My rage" - Jeremiah 15:14.
O God! certain sinners cannot bear to walk under a
strong sun, or to remain before a large fire in a 'close'
room; they cannot endure a spark from a candle, and
they fear not the fire of Hell, which, according to the
Prophet Isaiah, not only burns, but devours the
unhappy damned. "Which of you can dwell with
devouring fire?" - Isaiah 33:14. As a lion, devours a
lamb, so the fire of Hell, devours the reprobate; but
it devours without destroying life, and thus tortures
them with a continual death. "Continue", says Saint

Peter Damien to the sinner who indulges in impurity,
"Continue to satisfy your flesh; a day will come, or
rather an eternal night, when your impurities, like
pitch, shall nourish a fire within your very bowels." -
Epistle 6. And according to Saint Cyprian, the
impurities of the wicked shall 'boil', in the very 'fat'
which will issue from their accursed bodies.
Saint Jerome teaches that in this fire, sinners shall
suffer not only the pain of the fire, but also the pains
which men endure on this earth. How manifold are
the pains of which men are subject, in this life. Pains
in the 'sides', pains in the 'head', pains in the 'loins',
pains in the 'bowels'. All these together, torture the
damned…
To hear that a criminal is shut up in a dungeon, for
ten or twenty years, excites our compassion. Hell is
a dungeon, closed on every side, into which a ray of
the sun or light of a candle, never enters. Thus the
damned "shall never see light" - Psalm 48:20. The
fire of this world, gives light, but the fire of Hell, is
utter darkness. In explaining the words of David,
"The voice of the Lord divideth the flame of fire" -
Psalm 28:7, Saint Basil says, that in Hell, the Lord
separates the fire that burns, from the flame which
illuminates, and therefore, this fire burns, but gives
no light. Saint Thomas teaches, that in Hell, there is
only as much light, as is necessary, to torment the
damned by the sight of their associates, and of the
devils. And according to Saint Augustine, the bare
sight of these infernal monsters, excites sufficient
terror, to cause the death of all the damned, if they
were capable of dying.
The reprobate, then, shall be tormented in all the
senses of the body. They shall be tormented in all
the powers of the soul. Their memory shall be
tormented by the remembrance of the years which
they had received from God, for the salvation of their
souls, and which they spent in labouring for their own
damnation; by the remembrance of so many graces
and so many divine lights, which they abused. Their
understanding shall be tormented by the knowledge
of the great happiness which they forfeited, in losing
their souls, Heaven, and God, and by a conviction
that this loss is irreparable. Their will shall be
tormented by seeing that whatever they ask or
desire, shall be refused. "The desire of the wicked
shall perish" - Psalm 111:10. They shall never have
any of those things for which they wish, and must
forever suffer all that is repugnant to their will. They
would wish to escape from these torments, and to
find peace; but in these torments, they must forever
remain, and peace they shall never enjoy…Neither
can the Divine Mother pity them, because they hate
her Son. And Jesus Christ, Who died for the love of
them, cannot pity them, because they have despised
His love, and have voluntarily brought themselves,
to perdition.

To read this sermon in its entirety, purchase
Sermons of St Alphonsus Liguori,
ISBN 0-89555-193-4, available to order online at
https://www.amazon.com/Sermons-Alphonsus-Liguori-
Sundays-Year/dp/0895551934

St Alphonsus Liguori, Bishop, Founder
of the Redemptorist Order, and Doctor
of the Church. The children, after the vision of Hell

“Our Lady…opened her hands…
The rays of light appeared to
penetrate the earth, and we saw, as
it were, a vast sea of fire. Plunged in

this fire were demons and souls in
human form like transparent
burning embers, all blackened or
burnished bronze, floating about
in that conflagration, now raised
into the air by the flames which
issued from within themselves,
together with great clouds of
smoke, now falling back on
every side like sparks in huge
fires, without weight or
equilibrium, amid shrieks and
groans of pain and despair,

which horrified us and made us
tremble with fear (it must have been this sight
which caused me to cry out, as people say they
heard me). The demons could be distinguished by
their terrifying and repellent likeness to frightful
and unknown animals, black and transparent like
burning coals. That vision only lasted for a
moment, thanks to our good Heavenly Mother,
Who at the first apparition had promised to take
us to Heaven. Without that, I think that we would
have died of terror and fear."
Our Lady said to us, so kindly and so sadly:
“You have seen Hell where the souls of poor
sinners go. ... Our Lady then taught the children
a prayer to add to the end of each mystery of the
Rosary: O my Jesus, forgive us our sins, save us
from the fire of Hell, Take all souls to Heaven,
especially those in most need.”

Lucia Describes Fatima
Apparition of 13 July, 1917

https://www.amazon.com/Sermons-Alphonsus-Liguori-Sundays-Year/dp/0895551934
https://www.amazon.com/Sermons-Alphonsus-Liguori-Sundays-Year/dp/0895551934
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Senior Glasgow
Priest

 Abandons
Priestly Ministry

To Whom
Is

Pope Francis
Writing?

Administrator of St Andrew’s Cathedral in Glasgow,
Monsignor Chris McElroy has decided to step down
from priestly ministry to allow him to “reflect on
his future”. He left the Cathedral on Friday 19th May.
Well, I think we all know by now that “reflecting on
his future” is a euphemism for “I’m off”.   So, the
Archbishop, presumably stuck for a suitable re-
placement within the geographical confines of the
Archdiocese has, literally, turned to Rome for help;
I mean, think about it; his Vicar General, subject of
our front page report in January  is hardly going
about the place cutting the mustard, is he?1   And so
it came to pass that the Archbishop has recalled the
young Father Gerald Sharkey from the Scots Col-
lege, to take up  the post of administrator in the
Cathedral in Glasgow.
We wish Father Gerald Sharkey well in his new
appointment.  He has a reputation for being a sound
priest – which is becoming something of the norm
among the younger, more recently ordained clergy,
thanks be to God. However, he has shied away
from going the full hog and learning to offer the
Traditional Latin Mass, so that is very disappointing.
He is on notice, though, that we’re on to him now.
The fact is, anyway, that the more orthodox clergy
are of the undiluted opinion that “the game’s a
bogey”: it’s over –   the archdiocese of Glasgow is
truly in meltdown.
This is not a new thought here at Catholic Truth –
we’ve known this to be the case for a long time now
and have discussed the matter on our blog more
than once. With yet another priest of the archdio-
cese off “to reflect on his future”, we can only point
out that by this he must be thinking only of his
(presumed) immediate future - he is certainly not
thinking of his future long-term. Or, perhaps more
accurately, when he embarked on the road which
has led to him leaving his priestly ministry (rumours
abound), he sure wasn’t thinking of  his long-term
aka eternal future. “Keep watch, for you do not know
the day nor the hour.” (Matthew 25:13) and if those
words from Our Lord’s lips don’t chill the socks off
every priest tempted to “reflect on his (presumed)
future”, try this: “Thou fool, this very night shall thy
soul be required of thee…” (Luke 12:20)

Our Lady of Fatima - pray for him.

1 We are reliably informed that Irene, the divorced, live-in
housekeeper at Sacred Heart parish where Mgr Conroy is
Parish Priest,  “disappeared” for a bit after our report, but is
now back in the presbytery. And, in a further twist, we can
report that Monsignor was installed by the Archbishop as
one of three new Canons, at the Cathedral Chapter Mass in
Saint Andrew's Cathedral on 23 June.

He’s definitely
NOT writing to the
four cardinals who,
in a letter dated 6th

May, requested an
audience with him
in order to discuss
their concerns
about the

widespread interpretation of his Apostolic
Exhortation Amoris Laetitia

Cardinal Caffarra wrote, on behalf of “the Most
Eminent Cardinals: Walter Brandmüller, Raymond
L. Burke, Joachim Meisner, and myself”…

Our Conscience Impels Us:
After a respectful, introduction, Cardinal
Caffarra’s letter continues…

Most Holy Father,
A year has now gone by since the publication of
“Amoris Laetitia.” During this time, interpretations of
some objectively ambiguous passages of the post-
synodal Exhortation have publicly been given that
are not divergent from but contrary to the permanent
Magisterium of the Church. Despite the fact that the
Prefect of the Doctrine of the Faith has repeatedly
declared that the doctrine of the Church has not
changed, numerous statements have appeared from
individual Bishops, Cardinals, and even Episcopal
Conferences, approving what the Magisterium of the
Church has never approved. Not only access to the
Holy Eucharist for those who objectively and publicly
live in a situation of grave sin, and intend to remain
in it, but also a conception of moral conscience
contrary to the Tradition of the Church.
And so it is happening – how painful it is to see this!
– that what is sin in Poland is good in Germany, that
what is prohibited in the archdiocese of Philadelphia
is permitted in Malta… Faced with this grave
situation, in which many Christian communities are
being divided, we feel the weight of our
responsibility, and our conscience impels us to ask
humbly and respectfully for an Audience. END OF
EXTRACT.
The Pope has not responded to the above Cardinals’
letter. For evidence that the Cardinals are right to be
concerned, see column 3.

The Catholic Times1, 16/6/17, column headlined:
Pope Francis hits back at ‘fanatics' penned by the
public dissenter-cum-apostate Monsignor Basil
Loftus, begins with a quote from Pope Francis:
“It is a duty of the Church to clarify doctrine, so that
what Jesus said in the Gospels is better understood.”
[Ed: it is soon evident that Pope Francis refers to Our Lord’s
(crystal clear) statement that anyone who divorces his wife
and marries another, commits adultery.]

Obviously referring to the four cardinals who seek
clarification on Amoris Laetitia (AL), Mgr Loftus
comments: “When Pope Francis spoke these words
in his weekday homily on 19 May, he was anxious
to counter those ideologues who purport to seek
clarification of doctrine, but in fact are simply trying
to dogmatise doctrine by making it black-and-white
and over-literal. For Pope Francis, clarification of
doctrine must also mean identifying and treasuring
‘grey’ areas which still remain unclear.”
Gobbledegook.  Loftus then returns to quoting Papa
Francis, who spoke of: “…the great error when the
doctrine of the Church…becomes an ideology (an
ethical set of ideals). There were always those
people who, without any commission, go about
disturbing the Christian community with speeches
that upset souls…They are fanatics about things that
are not clear…And this is the problem: when the
doctrine of the Church, that which comes from the
Gospel, that which the Holy Spirit inspires…when
that doctrine becomes an ideology. And this is the
great error of these people… for them ideology is
more important than doctrine: they leave aside the
Holy Spirit.”
When it comes to examples of the ‘diabolical
disorientation’ of which Sister Lucia of Fatima
warned, we’re spoilt for choice, but the above
distortion of the facts of the matter must surely rank
up there right at the top of the list. For one thing,
EVERY bishop has the commission to teach and
defend the Faith in his own diocese.
Mgr Loftus is about as Catholic as Sadiq Khan. He
goes on, true to style, to savage Cardinal Raymond
Burke, perhaps the best known of the four cardinals
who are seeking clarification from Pope Francis on
the question of Communion for the divorced and
“remarried” (see column 2) and who, in the Loftus
article, stands accused of “creating dissent within the
Church with his criticism of Amoris Laetita… which
leaves to the discernment of the individual the
decision about receiving Holy Communion -
particularly in the case of those who are divorced and
remarried.” (sic)
Indeed, rudely, Loftus tells Cardinal Burke to “get a
life…get a Christian life rooted in the concrete reality
of everyday living”.  In plain speak, folks, this means,
rooted in sin,while keeping up the appearance of
living a life pleasing to God, because they are more
Christian than “Burke and his handful of disaffected
acolytes…”   Nasty? You kidding? Monsignor Loftus
is the very definition of the word.
But, notice that he fails to explain what, precisely, is
“grey” about Christ’s teaching on divorce and
remarriage: “Anyone who divorces his wife and
marries another, commits adultery.”
Seems pretty black and white to me.

1 Anecdotally, we hear from and about readers who have
stopped buying the Catholic Times after reading our reports
about Monsignor Loftus’ anti-Catholic rantings.

Footnote:

Amoris Laetitia is being
widely interpreted as
permitting - in the name of
“mercy” - those who are
divorced and “remarried” to
receive Holy Communion.

What’s the problem?

Footnote:
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Faith &
Morality
Matters

Your Problems Answered
Aunt Evangeline

Patricia-Margaret in Glasgow writes…
I’m getting confused about what it means to be a
Catholic these days. I’ve been attending a traditional
chapel for a few years now, and I sometimes hear
stuff that is now required of the faithful that was
never the case before Vatican II. For example, we’re
told (not by our own regular priests but by
a fairly regular visiting priest) that we
ought to remain in the church for at least
fifteen minutes after Mass to make our
thanksgiving after Communion. Some
of us come some distance by pub-
lic transport, which is sparse on
Sundays, so - especially for those
who need to use two buses/trains -
it’s not easy to fit in another quarter of an hour. As it
is, some of us don’t even stop for a (much needed)
cup of tea or coffee.
One other thing bugs me; it’s when the (visiting)
priest can list all the wrongs in the Church, name the
scandals, such as sex education in schools, parents
not teaching their children the Faith during the crisis
etc., and then tell us either to just pray about it or to
start a choir!  Where are the zealous priests we had
before the Council, urging the laity to go out to
explain the Faith, seek converts and win souls, etc?
Aunt Evangeline replies…
You are not alone in expressing these concerns,
which have come to Catholic Truth from a number
of sources.  The fact is, there is no requirement for
anyone to remain in Church to pray for an extended
period of time after Mass. Of course, anyone who
does so will, self-evidently, good motivation pre-
sumed, be pleasing to God, but that comes under
the heading of “devotional practices” and cannot be
imposed as a rule on the faithful at large. Indeed,
Our Lord warns against religious leaders placing
unnecessary burdens on the people: “For they bind
heavy and insupportable burdens and lay them on
men’s shoulders…”(Matthew 23:4; 24)
Prior to Vatican II, each parish usually had a Mass
where the children were seated with a teacher at the
front of the church and he/she would lead the
youngsters in prayers before and after Holy Com-
munion, and this, obviously, during Mass. Not after-
wards. There is usually ample time from the
reception of Holy Communion until the prayers of
the Mass resume, for most people to make their
adoration/thanksgiving.
As for the other concern you mention - that is a
matter of personal zeal in the priest.  In the current
crisis, priests should, more than ever, be aware of
their duty to preach about the importance of laity
being Soldiers of Christ, spreading the Faith in the
world, calling the lapsed to return to the traditional
Faith, and seeking to introduce non-Catholics to the
Church. Graces are never lacking, and this ought to
be the message from pulpits. Of course, recruiting
choir members, and organizing other church-cen-
tred activities is good as well - but not instead of
taking the Gospel to every creature, as Our Lord
commanded.

The article below originally appeared in Ohio, USA, April 2000; it
remains relevant today, and applies in the UK as much as in the USA.

Thought Police Alive & Well
John Ingram

John Ingram

The punishment of
thought is one of the

hallmarks of the
police state.

of a despotic government. Moreover, it spells anar-
chy and mob rule: the destruction of a free and
civilized society.

John Ingram lives and works in the USA.
He is a regular contributor to the Catholic
Truth blog. His articles also feature
periodically in this newsletter.

The socialists among us (“liberals”), in their suc-
cessful quest to weaken and disfigure America,
have developed powerful tools to achieve their
goals. Two of their most potent tools are redefining
words, and marketing evil as something desirable,
righteous and moral. Hate crime legislation pro-
vides a classic example.

What exactly is a “hate”
crime? To achieve a spe-
cific political end, hate has
been redefined as synony-
mous with prejudice and
bigotry, especially preju-
dice and bigotry which re-
sult in violence. The
dictionary pronounces this
equivalence to be tenuous

at best. Under “hate,” I find “to dislike greatly; to
have strong ill will for; to wish to avoid; to shrink
from.”
“Bigot” derives from the Spanish “hombre de bigote”
- literally, a man with a moustache - indicating
someone of “spirit, firm character, [an] obstinate
person.” The word itself means “a person who holds
blindly and intolerantly to a particular creed,
opinion, etc; a narrow minded, intolerant person.”
“Prejudice” actually carries a legalistic meaning:
“injury or damage resulting from some judgment or
action of another in disregard of one’s rights or
claims.” In other words, the prejudice is the actual
harm done, not a preconceived opinion or hatred
which may have motivated the harm.
In the poisoned and manipulated environment of
our public square, hate, an intense emotion, has
become an acceptable substitute for both these
words. Why? Its intensity allows those who are
labeled with it to be considered extremists - and in
modern America, extremists are punished and their
thoughts corrected.
There are more damning flaws. First, hate is an
element of all violent crime, even cold-blooded
violence, so the label “hate crime,” when applied to
violence, is redundant and irrelevant. Second, cur-
rent and proposed hate crime statutes - including
three Hate Crimes Prevention Acts now before
Congress, and H.B. 277 now in committee in the
Ohio House - create protected classes of citizens
with special legal rights.
The purpose of the American justice system is to
punish crime. Our system in principle metes out
equal justice to all American citizens, since we
agree that all are created equal. The “hate crimes”
concept destroys this American ideal, since it en-
dows women, racial minorities, homosexuals and
disabled citizens with more rights than other Ameri-
cans. A new minority is created, the white hetero-
sexual male, who, alone among the citizenry, has
no recourse to hate crime law if attacked by a
member of a hate crime-protected class.
How can all American citizens except white hetero-
sexual males be a potential victim of a hate crime?
This is not social justice or compassion, but de-
praved social engineering through arbitrary law.
Arbitrary law is the same as no law and a sure sign

Third, consider the criminal justice process itself.
Establishment of motive is a key factor in determin-
ing guilt: motive, evidence, conviction. But “hate
crimes” adds a sinister twist by punishing not only
the crime, but the motive as well.
Establishing motive requires an analysis of circum-
stance. Punishing motive, however, requires a de-
tailed analysis of thought patterns. Have we all
forgotten that the punishment of thought is one of
the hallmarks of the police state? Yet Congress, and
some states as well, have already laid the legal
foundation for the punishment of thought. Here is
Ohio, the foundation was laid in 1987.
Since “hate crimes” legalizes the punishment of
thought, will it soon be a hate crime for Christians to
reject homosexuality, or for citizens to speak out
against the government or against some powerful
special interest lobby? Will Americans who are guilty
find themselves political prisoners, or will they sim-
ply disappear in the middle of the night?
Thus the socialist technique of marketing evil as
good. Hate crime legislation would be anathema to
a nation which treasures its freedom. Hate crime is
thought crime, and thought crime spells the death
of a free America.

In the apparition of July 13, Our Lady
warned the three seers that if people
did not stop offending God, He would
punish the world “by means of war,
hunger and persecution of the Church
and of the Holy Father,” using Russia
as His chosen instrument of
chastisement. She told the children
that “to prevent this, I shall come to
ask for the Consecration of Russia
to My Immaculate Heart” and

promised that, by this single public act,
Russia would be converted and peace would be
given to the world.
The Mother of God cautioned that if Her requests
were not granted, "Russia will spread its errors
throughout the world, raising up wars and
persecutions of the Church. The good will be
martyred, the Holy Father will have much to suffer
and various nations will be annihilated."
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10 Frequently Asked Questions
About Fatima

Taken from the website of the Fatima Center
http://www.fatima.org/whyfatima.asp

1. What is the Message of Fatima?
The Message of Fatima consists of a number of
precise predictions, requests, warnings and
promises concerning the Faith and the world which
were conveyed by the Blessed Virgin Mary to three
shepherd children--Lucia, Jacinta and Francisco--in
a series of apparitions at Fatima, Portugal from May
to October 1917.
2. Why should I believe the Message of
Fatima?
You should believe the Message of Fatima
because:
(1) It was confirmed by an unprecedented public
miracle, the Miracle of the Sun, which occurred at
precisely the moment Lucia said it would. More than
70,000 people, including masons, communists and
atheists, saw the sun, contrary to all cosmic laws,
twirl in the sky, throw off colours and descend to
earth. The event was reported in newspapers around
the world, including the New York Times.
(2) All of the Popes since the Fatima Miracle have
recognized that the Message is authentic. Several
Popes have gone to Fatima in person, including
Paul VI, John Paul I and John Paul II. John Paul II
said at Fatima in 1982 that "the Message of Fatima
imposes an obligation on the Church."
(3) Many other miracles have been performed by
God authenticating the Fatima Message as coming
from Him, not only at the time of the Miracle of the
Sun, October 13, 1917, but down the years to the
present day, miracles of conversions and cures
which science cannot explain by natural means.
(4) The Message of Fatima accurately predicted
world events, which proves that it is a true
prophecy.
3. What did the Message of Fatima predict?
The Message of Fatima accurately predicted in
1917 all of the following events which came to
pass:
(1) the end of World War I;
(2) the emergence of Russia as a world power
which would "spread its errors (including
Communism) throughout the world ... raising up
wars and persecutions against the Church";
(3) the election of a Pope who would be named
Pius XI;
(4) the waging of a second World War following a
strange light in the night sky.
The Message of Fatima also predicted that if the
requests of the Virgin Mary at Fatima are not
honoured, many souls will be lost, "the Holy Father
will have much to suffer", there will be further wars
and persecutions of the Church and "various nations
will be annihilated." The annihilation of nations
predicted at Fatima has not yet occurred, but many
fear that it will soon happen, given the growing
immorality and corruption of the world.
4. What does the Message of Fatima request?
At Fatima Our Lady said that God wished to
establish in the world devotion to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary. Our Lady said that many souls would

be saved from Hell and the annihilation of nations
averted if, in time, devotion to Her Immaculate Heart
were established principally by these two means:
(1) the Consecration of Russia to the Immaculate
Heart of Mary by the Pope together with the world's
bishops in a solemn public ceremony, and
(2) the practice or receiving Holy Communion (and
other specific devotions of about 1/2 hour in duration)
in reparation for the sins committed against the
Blessed Virgin Mary, on the first Saturdays of five
consecutive months--a practice known to Catholics
as "the First Saturday" devotion.
5. Have these requests of Our Lady of Fatima
been honoured?
No, not entirely. A number of the Faithful practice the
"First Saturday" devotion, but Russia has yet to be
consecrated to the Immaculate Heart of Mary in a
solemn public ceremony conducted by the Pope
together with the world's Catholic bishops.
In 1982 the last surviving Fatima seer, Lucia, [then]
a cloistered nun living in Coimbra, Portugal [now
deceased]  was asked if an attempted consecration
by Pope John Paul II had sufficed. She replied that
it did not suffice, because Russia was not mentioned
and the world's bishops had not participated.
Another attempted consecration in 1984 likewise did
not mention Russia or involve the participation of
many of the world's bishops, and Sister Lucia stated
immediately afterwards that this consecration, too,
had failed to meet Our Lady's requirements.
6. What does the Message of Fatima warn?
It warns that if the requests of Our Lady of Fatima
for the Consecration of Russia and the First Saturday
devotion are not honoured, the Church will be
persecuted, there will be other major wars, the Holy
Father will have much to suffer and various nations
will be annihilated. Many nations will be enslaved by
Russian militant atheists. Most important, many souls
will be lost.
7. What does the Message of Fatima promise?
The Message of Fatima promises that if the requests
of Our Lady of Fatima are carried out "My
Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will
Consecrate Russia to Me, which will be converted,
and a period of peace will be granted to mankind."
8. Isn’t it true that the Consecration of Russia was
done in 1984, and that the “Fall of Communism”
proves that the Consecration was effective and
that Russia is now converting?
No, it is not true. We know it is not true because:
(1) On March 25, 1984, after the consecration of the
world, Pope John Paul II said twice that Our Lady of
Fatima's request for the consecration of Russia was
not done.
(2) Soon after the attempted Consecration of 1984,
which did not mention Russia or involve the
participation of the world's bishops, Sister Lucia
stated it was insufficient because it did not meet the
requirements specified to her by Our Lady.

(3) Since 1984 the moral and spiritual state of the
world has obviously grown far worse: In the past 14
years there have been 600 million abortions, and
wars have broken out all over the world. Mercy-killing
and homosexual acts have been "legalized". In
Russia itself a new law has just been passed which
discriminates against the Catholic Church and in
favour of Islam, Buddhism, Judaism and the
Orthodox churches which forcibly occupied Catholic
parishes under the Communists. Thus it is clear
Russia is not converted to the Catholic Faith as Our
Lady of Fatima promised would happen if Her
request was done.
(4) There have been very few conversions to
Catholicism in Russia over the past fourteen years.
In all of Russia today there are only 300,000
Catholics--much less than one percent of the
Russian population. By comparison, after Our Lady
appeared at Guadalupe, Mexico in the 16th Century,
more than 7 million Mexicans converted from
paganism to the Catholic Faith within nine years and
Mexico became a Catholic country.
9. Why is the Message of Fatima important to me
and my family?
The Message of Fatima is important to you and your
family because it involves the salvation of souls,
peace in the world and, if the requests of Our Lady
of Fatima are not carried out, the consequences are
the annihilation of nations and the enslavement of
all mankind under militant atheists of Russia.
10. But isn’t the Message of Fatima just a private
revelation which no Catholic has to believe?
No, it is not just a private revelation. It is a public,
prophetic revelation given by the Virgin Mary, the
Mother of God. It is not to be confused with
"Revelation" or as it is also called, the Deposit of the
Faith, which ended with the death of the last Apostle.
But public, prophetic revelation must not be
despised. The Virgin Mary's prophecy was confirmed
by a public miracle and authenticated by a whole
line of Popes. Also, its predictions have come true.
So, while belief in the Message of Fatima may not
strictly be required of Catholics as an article of faith,
one would be very foolish to disregard such an
obviously authentic message from Heaven.

"The message of Our
Lady of Fatima is
addressed to every
human being ... This
message imposes an
obligation on the
Church."

Pope John Paul II,
May 13, 1982

“If what I say to you
is done, many souls
will be saved and
there will be peace.”

http://www.fatima.org/whyfatima.asp
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Third Secret of Fatima, Bows & Arrows
& Islamic Terrorists…

Staff Reporter

…This book is a guide for the Muslims who
are living in a majority non Muslim land, or a
country where the rulers are harsh towards
the believers. It will explain to you the

different scenarios you may get into and how to
react. It will teach you how to be a secret Agent who
lives a double life, something Muslims will have to
do to survive in the coming years.

The author of this book has been studying the global
Jihad for 10+ years, so he has knowledge of the
different types of Jihad groups in the world and how
they achieved their losses and successes. I hope
you benefit from this book. And there is no power or
refuge except from Allah, so ask Him for it because
you’ll need it!

…A secret agent always lives a double life, he has
a Public life and he has a Secret life. His public life
is to act normal, do his daily chores, and portray
himself as a normal citizen in society. His Secret
Agent life is totally different, in this life he will look
different, and act different because he has to
complete missions secretly without exposing his true
self to anyone… The agent will learn different skills
to get the maximum amount of information, and he
will also use modern technology to help him in this
goal.
From Chapter 6: Primitive Weapons:
After a person has Trained with practice weapons,
he should try to get hold of Primitive weapons
because they are easy to get hold of and because
in many cases they are not illegal. Primitive weapons
are potentially lethal, and are a good source for self

The information below is taken from a book entitled How To Survive
In The West - A Mujahid Guide (2015).
Quotes from it were posted on our blog, September, 19, 2016,
discussion thread entitled: Fatima Prophesy, Bows & Arrows…
Following discussions with Catholics puzzled at the recent rise in
terrorist attacks involving crude weaponry, we thought it worthwhile
reminding readers of that reference to “bows and arrows” which
appears in the Vision part of the Third Secret released by the Vatican
in 2000 - see column 3.

defense. When Mujahideen train in Training camps,
they learn; the Theory of a gun (its shooting
distance), how to shoot it, and how to handle
(disassemble, cleanse and reassemble) it. They start
with the most basic weapons such as Pistols, then
work their way upwards towards Assault Rifles (ie.
AK-47s).
They then specialize in heavier weapons like
Machine guns. Sniper rifles, RPGs (Rocket Propelled
Grenades), or Mortars. So similarly, if someone
wants to use weapons, they need to know and gain
experience with the most primitive ones first. In the
early Syrian Jihad (in 2011 ), Primitive and ancient
tools of war were used to target the enemy until they
could make or capture more advanced tools of war.
The following are a list of Primitive weapons: -
-  Homemade Bows and arrows
-  Crossbows
-  Advanced slingshots (find the sellers address on
   ebay)
-  Molotov cocktails
-  Air rifles (which are easily available in hunting
   shops), Pellet guns with metal pellets

“
From the Foreward

From the Introduction
The first 3 in this list can be made at home. (Use the
TOR browser and search for how they're made on
Wikihow.com). Stocking up on these and hiding them
underground [Cacheing them] is important. Cacheing
involves placing the weapons a few metres of depth
underground and writing their location on a Map you
keep safe securely (like Treasure maps). This isn't
easy in the West because it raises suspicions by
neighbors, so people resort to making holes in their
home walls, placing the weapons or cash/jewelery
in the hole and then plastering over the hole in the
wall.

Extract from the published
part of the Third Secret of
Fatima taken from the
Vatican website…

And we saw … a
Bishop dressed in
White;  we had the
impression that it was
the Holy Father.
Other Bishops,
Priests, men and
women Religious
going up a steep
mountain, at the top
of which there was
a big Cross of
rough-hewn trunks
as of a cork-tree
with the bark; before

reaching there the Holy
Father passed through a big city half
in ruins and half trembling with
halting step, afflicted with pain and
sorrow, he prayed for the souls of the
corpses he met on his way; having
reached the top of the mountain, on
his knees at the foot of the big Cross
he was killed by a group of soldiers
who fired bullets and arrows at him.

N O T I C E . . .
There has been a very strong reaction, of
disappointment, to our decision not to host any
more Conferences. Sorry, folks!
However, all is not lost. A lovely group of lay
people from the Diocese of Motherwell gave us
an idea for a fresh apostolate when they spoke
to us at the end of our May Conference to ask if
we would be willing to meet with them to discuss
Fatima and bring some  literature on the subject.
We agreed, and we are now in the process of
arranging the details.
The two boys who attended the Fatima stall at
our Conference, are, in fact, the official Fatima
Coordinators for Scotland, and they are happy
to supply free literature for such meetings - any
donations will be sent to the Fatima Center in
Canada.
If you would like to invite the Newsletter Team
to meet with your group, either in someone’s
home or in the parish hall, please get in touch -
contact details on page 8. Email or write in the
first instance; then - if you supply a telephone
number - we will ring you as soon as possible.
We look forward to hearing from you.

In the end, my
Immaculate Heart
will triumph.
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An Open Letter
To His Holiness Pope Francis 1

From attendees at the Catholic Truth Conference
From Diabolical Disorientation To Brand New Religion

in Glasgow, Scotland, 13 May, 2017
Feast of Our Lady of Fatima

Your Holiness,

In a spirit of great love for the Church, and with respect for your sacred office as Supreme
Pontiff, we write to ask you to make two important commitments, as a matter of urgency,
in order to end the current crisis within the Church.

We ask firstly that you reveal the full text of the third part of the Message of Fatima,
popularly known as “the Third Secret”.  Only when the root cause of the crisis in the Church
is known, will it be possible for the faithful to properly assess the impact of the Second
Vatican Council, and the various changes in the Church which have taken place over the
past  fifty years.

Secondly, we ask that you arrange for the Consecration of Russia to the Immaculate Heart
of Mary - naming Russia as the object of the Consecration - and that this Consecration be
conducted in union with all the bishops of the world, as Our Lady requested during the
Fatima apparitions which began 100 years ago today, on 13th May, 1917.

The situation in both the world and the Church has never been more grave and yet the
solution is very simple.  We have Our Lady’s promise that once this Consecration has been
effected God will grant  us a period of world peace, and this will undoubtedly include the
return of good order within the Church.

We ask you, therefore, to gather the bishops together - if possible on 13th October,
anniversary of the miracle of the sun - in order to obey God’s will in this matter.

Please, Holy Father, consecrate Russia to the Immaculate Heart of Mary, together with all
the bishops of the world, as a matter of the utmost urgency.

Yours faithfully,

Signed…

Note: the above letter was posted to Pope Francis in the days immediately following the Conference. We
encourage readers to write individually - you may copy the above letter, in the first person (“I ask firstly
etc.) or write your own version.  Mail to: His Holiness Pope Francis, Apostolic Palace, 00120 Vatican City.
Do not write “Italy” on the envelope. The Vatican is independent and separate from Italy - your letter may
not be delivered if you address it to “Italy”.



Dear Reader …
From the editor...
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Aunt Evangeline, p.12.

The bad news
is, the world is still going to hell
in a hand-cart, with people sinning
all over the place, no regard for
their immortal souls.  There’s not
much we can do about that. Just Pray
for them.
Other Notices: we’re still short of
women to give out Communion at
Sunday Masses and we need more
men to work in the garden over the
summer. See me if you are willing
to help with these. Choir practice is
cancelled this week as I’ll be away
at the diocesan priests’ retreat,
catching up with the latest in
zealology.  Busy, busy, busy…

Father Robin Banks

This year, marking the centenary of the prophetic
Fatima apparitions, sees a worrying acceleration of
the diabolical disorientation to which the seer Sr Lucia
referred: while sacrilegious communicants are given
the papal go-ahead, cardinals seeking to discuss this
sea-change in Catholic conscience and morality, are
cast in the role of “ideologues” and “fanatics”1  and
while sound young priests like Fr Mark Higgins of
Southwark Diocese are punished and persecuted for
their orthodoxy2, others, such as Monsignor Paul
Conroy of Sacred Heart Parish in Bridgeton, who
made the front page of our January edition due to
concerns among parishioners about his domestic
arrangements, are rewarded for their scandalous
behaviour.3 Little wonder that more and more people
are asking, seriously, if we are, in fact, in the “end
times.”  I sincerely hope not: I’ve just managed to
catch up with housework and weed the garden.
Sister Lucia, however, gives us pause for thought on
the subject:  in her interview with Fr Fuentes4 she
said: “"Father, the Most Holy Virgin did not tell me
that we are in the last times of the world, but She
made me understand this for three reasons.

The first reason is because She told me that the devil
is in the mood for engaging in a decisive battle
against the Virgin. And a decisive battle is the final
battle where one side will be victorious and the other
side will suffer defeat. Also, from now on we must
choose sides. Either we are for God or we are for the
devil. There is no other possibility.
The second reason is because She said to my
cousins, as well as to myself, that God is giving two
last remedies to the world. These are the Holy
Rosary and devotion to the Immaculate Heart of
Mary. These are the last two remedies which signify
that there will be no others."
The third reason is because in the plans of Divine
Providence,God always, before He is about to
chastise the world, exhausts all other remedies. Now,
when He sees that the world pays no attention
whatsoever, then as we say in our imperfect manner
of speaking, He offers us with “certain fear” the last
means of salvation, His Most Holy Mother. It is with
“certain fear” because if you despise and repulse
this ultimate means, we will not have any more
forgiveness from Heaven, because we will have
committed a sin which the Gospel calls the sin
against the Holy Ghost. This sin consists of openly
rejecting, with full knowledge and consent, the
salvation which He offers…5

Whether or not we are in the “last times” is actually
irrelevant because, for each one of us, the end of our
time can come at any moment. Our preoccupation,
then, should be to ensure that we spend our own
short lives doing God’s will and - in terms of the crisis
in the Church - that entails acting on the thoughtful
observation made by Ellen Ward during her address
to Conference in May: “In the secular world,if you are
lost, and your SatNav is broken, you would normally
go back to the last fixed point when you were sure
that you were on the correct path… Then you would
take your bearings from there.  A lot of people lost
their way at Vatican II…” Ellen suggests that the first
step back on the right road “is to start attending the
Traditional Latin Mass…as soon as possible.” 6

We have published material on the dangers of the

new Mass many times, highlighting the stated aim of
those who designed it, famously six Protestant
Ministers, and Archbishop Annibale Bugnini who
said, in 1965: “We must strip from our Catholic
prayers and from the Catholic liturgy everything
which can be the shadow of a stumbling block for our
separated brethren that is for the Protestants.”
In fact, Lutherans and Episcopalians have adopted
the text of the novus ordo, almost verbatim, so -
mission accomplished.
And yet, still we hear from Catholics who prefer this
protestantised liturgy to the ancient Mass which
nourished saints and martyrs for many centuries,
apparently forgetful that it is what God desires, not
what we want, that matters. As two top cardinals
wrote to Pope Paul VI in 1969: “…the Novus Ordo
represents, both as a whole and in its details, a
striking departure from the Catholic theology of the
Mass as it was formulated in Session XXII of the
Council of Trent” 7 -  which is defined in the Idiot’s
Guide To Theology as meaning it cannot be pleasing
to God. Those Catholics, then, who prefer the new
Mass and who justify lay people handling the Blessed
Sacrament,seem not to realise that they are  creating
a new Church. Without priests, there IS no Church.
Yes, we can run a health service without doctors, if
we can find good nurses, but in times of persecution
(or crisis) Catholics have traditionally depended on
prayer, catechesis, and offering spiritual communions
to stoke their faith. The contemporary “solution” to
priest shortage - which is to allow laity to handle the
Blessed Sacrament -  is unique in Church history.
It’s a Catch 22 that will continue unless we take
Ellen’s advice and return to the last fixed point when
we were sure that we were on the right path -
specifically, before the controversial and diabolically
disorienting Second Vatican Council. That is, of
course, presuming that we all want to  reach Heaven.
Otherwise, to quote Lewis Carroll: “If you don’t know
where you are going, any road will get you there.”

Footnotes:
1 See p. 11
2 See Diabolical Disorientation: Persecution of Priest For
Defending Faith…Catholic Truth, Issue No: 100, May,
2017.  We know that Fr Higgins is not the only young
priest to be mistreated; however, at the present time, we
have no permission to publish the other examples known to
us.
3 We are reliably informed that Irene, the divorced, live-in
housekeeper at Sacred Heart parish where Mgr Conroy is
Parish Priest, “disappeared” for a bit after our report, but is
now back in the presbytery. And, in a further twist, we can
report that the Monsignor was installed as one of three new
Canons, at the Cathedral Chapter Mass in Saint Andrew's
Cathedral on 23 June.
4 On December 26, 1957 Father Augustin Fuentes, who was
preparing to become the postulator of the causes for
beatification of Francisco and Jacinta Marto, met with Sister
Lucy at her convent in Coimbra, Portugal. Here, he was able
to converse with the Fatima seer at great length. Upon his
return to his native Mexico, he gave a conference on the
meeting, in which he reported Sister Lucy’s words. Father
Alonso, the official Fatima archivist for 16 years, stressed
that the account of this conference was published "with every
guarantee of authenticity and with due episcopal approval,
including that of the Bishop of Fatima."  Father Fuentes
affirmed that the message came "from the very lips of the
principal seer."
5 To read entire interview online visit
http://www.fatima.org/essentials/opposed/frfuentes.asp
Also documented by Frère Michel de la Sainte Trinité in
Volume III of his series The Whole Truth About Fatima.
6 See p.4.  To receive a list of traditional Latin Masses
available throughout Scotland, either email editor or send a
stamped, addressed envelope to Catholic Truth (contact
details on p.8).
7 The Ottaviani Intervention:  Letter from Cardinals
Ottaviani and Bacci to His Holiness Pope Paul VI,
September 25th, 1969

http://www.fatima.org/essentials/opposed/frfuentes.asp

